# Adult Historical Fiction—Tudor Dynasty

## The Wives of Henry VIII

### Fiction:
- D.L. Bogdan—*Tudor Court series*
- Suzannah Dunn—*The Confession of Katherine Howard; The Sixth Wife*
- Kate Emerson—*Secrets of the Tudor Court series*
- Carolly Erickson—*The Favored Queen; The Spanish Queen; The Last Wife of Henry VIII; The Unfaithful Queen*
- Elizabeth Fremantle—*Queen’s Gambit*
- Laurien Gardner—*A Lady Raised High; Plain Jane; The Spanish Bride*
- C.W. Gortner—*The Tudor Secret*
- Philippa Gregory—*The Boleyn Inheritance; The Other Boleyn Girl*
- Hilary Mantel—*Wolf Hall*

### Non-fiction:
- Leanda DeLisle—*Tudor: Passion, Manipulation, Murder: The Story of England’s Most Notorious Royal Family*
- Linda Porter—*Tudors versus Stewarts: The Fatal Inheritance of Mary, Queen of Scots*

## The War of the Roses

### Fiction:
- Vanora Bennett—*Figures in Silk*
- Margaret Campbell Barnes—*Brief Gaudy Hour*
- Philippa Gregory—*The Kingmaker's Daughter; The King’s Curse; The Lady of the Rivers; The Red Queen; The White Queen*

### Non-fiction:
- Sarah Gristwood—*Blood Sisters: The Women Behind the Wars of the Roses*
- Desmond Seward—*The Last White Rose: The Secret Wars of the Tudors*

## Post Henry VIII & Elizabethan Era

### Fiction:
- Ella March Chase—*Three Maids for a Crown; The Virgin Queen’s Daughter*
- Carolly Erickson—*Rival to the Queen*
- Philippa Gregory—*The Other Queen*
- Karen Harper—*The Hooded Hawke*
- Alison Weir—*A Dangerous Inheritance; Innocent Traitor; The Lady Elizabeth*

### Non-fiction:
- Anna Whitelock—*The Queen’s Bed: An Intimate History of Elizabeth’s Court*

## DVDs

- Elizabeth (2007) R
- Monarchy (TV series) NR
- The Other Boleyn Girl (2008) PG-13
- Reign (TV series) NR
- The Tudors (TV series) NR
- The White Queen (TV series) NR

## Recommended Website

[www.goodreads.com/genres/tudor-dynasty](http://www.goodreads.com/genres/tudor-dynasty)